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Such functions are called computable. C will contain functions whose computations are of very different complexity. The search for a good measure of the computational complexity of a function has been studied recently by several logicians, computer scientists and even statisticians.
One method of obtaining such a measure is the method of hierarchies. This method consists of giving a sequence 77o, Hi, H2, • • • , of classes of computable functions, such that, for all ¿ = 0, 77¿C77,+i and we have some reason to believe that a function which belongs to 77i+i but not to 77, is of a greater computational complexity than any function in 77,-. Then a measure of the computational complexity of a function / can be taken to be the least i such that /£77¿. ( 1. The Ritchie hierarchy. We assume familiarity with Appendix 2 of Ritchie [8] . We shall use the words Turing machine and finite automaton as they are defined there, except that we extend Definition 7 [8, p. 162 ]. When we speak of a Turing machine T computing a function / we do not assume (unless otherwise stated) that the alphabet A of T is (*, 0, 1), but only that (*, 0, i)EA. (We use * to denote the blank symbol.) Definition 1. Let/ be an w-ary computable (total) function and let T" be a Turing machine which computes it. We define the w-ary function a/,T by a/,r(x)=the maximum amount of tape used by T while computing/(x) (notation x = (xi, • ■ • ,x")). Definition 2. F0 is the set of functions computable by a finite automaton. For any i^O, F,+i is the set of functions/ for which there exists a Turing machine Tover the alphabet (*, 0, 1) which computes / and is such that a/,T(x) ^g(x) for some functions g in F,-.
These are the classes F¿ as defined in Ritchie [8J.
Lemma L If a function f is computable by a Turing machine T, then there exists an integer K and a Turing machine Z over the alphabet (*, 0, 1) such that Z computes fand for all x, a¡iZ(^)=K-af¡T(x).
Proof. This is immediate from the construction by Shannon [9, pp. 163-165] .
Using this lemma we can now easily show that for all i ^ 0, F,G F,+i. This is not proved by Ritchie [8] , but it is implicitly assumed in the proofs of some of the results we shall quote from that paper.
Another consequence of the lemma is that if we forego in Definition 2 the requirement that T is over the alphabet (*, 0, 1) and allow T to be any Turing machine whatsoever, the classes F,-defined by the definition will not change. (The proof of this is by induction on i, using the fact that if g and ft are functions such that gEFi and h(x)=K-g(x)
for a fixed constant K and all x, then ftGF¿ also. See The case t'=l can easily be shown, since 2**max(x,1) can be computed by a Turing machine using binary notation without using more tape than some fixed multiple L of sJL, Xi+1.
Suppose /j(X-max(x, 1))£F,-. Then (ii)->(i). For i> 1, this is immediate from Lemma 2 and the remark at the end of §1. For i= 1 we note that max(x, 1) s¡ ^?_i x»-f-l, and so 0/.rOO = fo(K-mzx(x, 1)) S K-( £*, + l).
which is a function in F0. Hence, by the remark at the end of §1, /£Fi.
It is a consequence of this theorem that the function of/,-is not an element of F<_i (for i^2), because the amount of tape required for expressing the value of the function increases too fast to be expressible on a tape of length /,_2(X-max(x, 1)). The question arises whether it is always the value of the function/which determines the least i such that/£F<.
In other words, can we replace in Theorem 1 o/.rW á/,-i(X-max(x, 1)) by f(x) ^/,(X-max(x,l)).
The answer is that we cannot. Ritchie [8, pp. 159-160] produces, for each i>0, a function 4?,, such that ^¡EFi+u 3\C-^¿ and the value of $, for any x is either 0 or 1.
3. A new hierarchy using unary encoding. Proof. Suppose/GF<.
We consider the Turing machine T which unary computes/ in the following way: First it changes the initial tape into one which represents the same re-tuple in binary notation. Then it operates the same way as the finite automaton (if i = 0) or Turing machine (if ¿>0) which computes / showing that fEFiFinally it retranslates the result into unary notation. Since the length of the binary encoding of f(x) is =Zk+l(t) (if ¿ = 0, by Theorem 1 of Ritchie [8, p. 164] ) where l(t) is the length of the binary encoding of max(x, 1) and ft is a fixed constant, or it is g/,_i(7-max(x, 1)) (if i>0, by Theorem 1 above) where L is a fixed constant, the length of the unary decoded answer is ¿fi(K-max(x, 1)). By choosing K suitably large we can carry out the whole computation within this length of tape and so, by Definition 6,/GG,+i.
Now suppose f EGi+i. The method or reencoding from binary to unary, computing in unary and decoding into binary again, shows that/GF,+i.
(Definition 6 and Theorem 1 have to be used.) Corollary 1. Let G -\i^Li G,-. G is precisely the class of elementary functions. max(x, l)£Gi, but it is not computable by a finite automaton. For i>0, the function $, mentioned at the end of §2 is such that &iEGi+i, but $i(£Fi. ($iEGi+i because the reencoding of the argument into binary notation, the carrying out of binary computation of 3>, and decoding of the answer, which is 0 or 1, will not need essentially more tape than just the binary computation.) Using the computations described in detail in Herman [5] , one can immediately locate the G,'s in which the functions discussed below belong. Note that in each case the G< given is the smallest possible, since the value of the function for a given argument already needs enough tape to force the function to be in the given class, x+y, x -y, (x/y), remix, y), (*)1'" (« fixed) are all in &, x-y,xn (n fixed) px are in G2, x\ is in G%.
Cleave [2] also considers a hierarchy of elementary functions. This is defined in terms of the number of jumps needed to perform the computation of a function on a /-limited machine (a version of the unlimited register machine described by Shepherdson & Sturgis [lO] ). In spite of this very different approach, it can be shown (see Herman [7] ) that both Cleave's hierarchy and another closely related hierarchy gives essentially the same classification of elementary functions as the hierarchies F< or G¿. This indicates a certain stability of these classifications.
